Battalion Figure Marching Champions

On Friday 24th February Raloo Junior Section gained 1st
Place in the East Antrim Figure Marching competition. A team
of 12 boys took part supported by Roy, Lorraine & Linda with
Jordan helping out on sound.

Fun Nights for Anchor Boys
Anchor Boys
have had a
variety of fun
nights during the
year both in and
out of the hall.
They visited the
Candy Factory in
Belfast, had their
Christmas Party
and recently had
a visit from the
RSPB where
Raloo adopted a Red Kite called Wellan (a name thought up
by Raloo boys).
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Our 21st Annual Enrolment Service

Congratulations to all the boys from all three sections who made it to our 21st
Annual Enrolment Service on Sunday 23rd October. As always this was a
great turnout of boys, officers, helpers and parents for this important church
service.
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Annual Service of Remembrance
Company
and Senior
Section boys
attending this
years Annual
Service of
Remembrance in
Glynn where
the fallen
from Glynn,
Raloo and
Magheramorne are remembered.
This has become an important part
of our BB year and we were
pleased with a very good turn out of
boys. This year Alex,
Christopher and Andrew laid the
wreath.

Dof E B ron ze
Our combined BB,
GB & YF DofE
Bronze group.
They covered
approx 24 kms
from Ballyboley
forest to Glenarm
following the Ulster
Way over Shanes
Hill and Sallagh
Braes.
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Dof E S i l v er & Go l d
Raloo BB, GB and Gleno
Young Farmers once again
took to the hills during the
spring and summer of 2011
for DofE Expedition work.
Successful Bronze, Silver
& Gold groups completed
their practice and
qualifying expeditions.

The Silver pictured
above covered approx
76 km for their
practice and qualifying
Expeditions following
sections of the Antrim
and Moyle Way.

The Gold covered a
total of 103 km with a
practice in the Mournes
(pictured above on the
Mourne Wall) and their
qualifying expedition in
the Lake District
(pictured here on the
highest peak of their
route).
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